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OFFICE OF NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIES (ONMS) NEWS

NOAA announces the Marine and Coastal Area-based Management
Advisory Committee
Along with colleagues in NOAA Fisheries, NOAA Research, and
multiple NOS program offices, the Office of National Marine Sanctuaries
announced the establishment and recruitment opportunity for the Marine
and Coastal Area-based Management (MCAM) Advisory Committee,
which will advise NOAA on science-based approaches to area-based
protection, conservation, restoration, and management in coastal and
marine areas. This new Advisory Committee will be made up of a group
of ocean and Great Lakes experts and stakeholders who can represent
diverse perspectives. Nominations are currently open for 20 members
from a broad range of sectors, including those who represent resource
management agencies, commercial and recreational fishing, ocean

industry, recreation and tourism, conservation organizations, tribal and indigenous communities, youth serving
organizations, environmental justices organizations, and individuals with natural and social science expertise.

Freshwater Acidification Monitoring Project Engages Students
Since early 2022, staff at Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary have partnered with NOAA’s Great Lakes Environmental
Research Laboratory scientists to establish a long-term monitoring program to measure Lake Huron water chemistry related
to freshwater acidification and climate change. Funded by NOAA’s Ocean Acidification Program, a noteworthy element of
this project is engaging students and educators in the sampling and analysis of freshwater acidification data to enhance
discussion of climate change education in the Great Lakes. On the water, middle school students became community
scientists by collecting water samples, which were then shipped to scientists at the laboratory, where they are compiling the
data to provide a seasonal assessment of acidification within the region. The data collected during this project will then be
used by the students to learn how to interpret, organize, and report on data, and will also improve NOAA’s understanding of
lake acidification and its potential impacts to natural and maritime heritage resources within the sanctuary.

New international protections for endangered whales along the California coast adopted
Recommendations developed by a Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council Maritime Shipping
Working Group in 2016 to separate maritime commerce and endangered whales to reduce fatal ship-strikes were adopted
last week. The International Maritime Organization, the United Nations agency that governs safety and environmental
standards for shipping worldwide, adopted actions that expands areas that large vessels should avoid to give whales more
space, and extends vessel traffic lanes west of and around the Channel Islands National Marine sanctuary and in waters of
the proposed Chumash Heritage National Marine Sanctuary. The recommendations take effect June 2023, and will enhance
navigational safety and protect whales from ship strikes in an area containing some of the highest densities of commercial
maritime traffic in the world.

https://www.noaa.gov/news-release/new-protections-for-endangered-whales-along-california-coast-adopted
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NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY NEWS

Farallones Kelp Restoration Team Takes on Western Society of Naturalists
From November 9-12, the Kelp Restoration Team represented the Greater Farallones and Cordell Bank National Marine
Sanctuaries and the Greater Farallones Association at the 104th annual Western Society of Naturalists (WSN) conference.
WSN is a space for researchers, professionals, and students to present and learn about marine biology research occurring
primarily on the west coast of North America. Rietta Hohman and Dr. Gina Contolini presented a summary of the team’s
restoration efforts thus far during the Special Session: Kelp Restoration and Management Research in California to about
150 people. To continue the kelp conversation, the Kelp Restoration Team in partnership with California Department of
Fish and Wildlife and The Nature Conservancy hosted a kelp social on the beach. The kelp social allowed 75 people to
connect while enjoying sparkling water, pizza, and kelp chips (donated by 12 Tides). Attendees were also able to play “pin
the blade on the stipe,” created by Angela Zepp. The GFA-GFNMS Kelp Restoration Project aims to implement kelp
restoration strategies along the northern California coastline within the GFNMS. Attendance at WSN allowed the Kelp
Restoration Team to present our restoration accomplishments thus far to a wider audience, to learn of other kelp restoration
techniques, and to finally connect with collaborators in person.

Farallones Sanctuary Staff Presents to Allied Law Enforcement Agencies
On November 16th, Farallones Sanctuary staff presented common violations of sanctuary regulations to 20 enforcement
officers at the Golden Gate Marine Protected Area Collaborative Enforcement Training.  Officers represented local and
federal agencies in San Francisco and Marin County including Point Reyes National Seashore, California Department of
Fish and Wildlife, State Parks, and Marin County Parks.  The Sonoma County District Attorney’s office was also in
attendance, as well as NOAA Enforcement personnel. Maintaining relationships with enforcement partners and presenting
sanctuary regulations to officers helps ensure they report potential violations to NOAA Office of Law Enforcement, and
builds a foundation for working together on resource protection issues.

Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council Votes to Approve Comment Letter on Cruise Ship
Visits to Santa Barbara
At their public meeting on Friday, November 18, 2022, the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council
voted to approve a Council comment letter to the Santa Barbara Harbor Commission’s Cruise Ship Subcommittee and the
Santa Barbara Sustainability Committee regarding cruise ship visits to Santa Barbara. The letter was developed by a
subcommittee of the Advisory Council and addresses Council member concerns with Santa Barbara’s Cruise Ship Program,
climate change impacts to CINMS, and Advisory Council recommendations. The council’s letter will be posted soon online
here.
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MONTEREY BAY NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY NEWS
AND PROGRAM UPDATES

SANCTUARY MANAGEMENT

Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council met December 9, 2022
The December 2022 Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary Council Advisory Council meeting was held in hybrid
format, with both in-person attendance and virtual participation through the Google Meet online platform. In-person
attendees convened at the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s meeting room of Heritage Harbor Office Park in Monterey, CA. The
meeting began with a Superintendent’s Report from Superintendent Lisa Wooninck of Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary and Deputy Superintendent Brian Johnson of Cordell Bank National Marine Sanctuary and Greater Farallones
National Marine Sanctuary outlining important activities conducted by staff since the last advisory council meeting. The
advisory council then received two informative presentations, including a presentation on Climate Vulnerability
Assessments from Zac Canizzo of Office of National Marine Sanctuaries and Steve Lonhart of Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary followed by a presentation on California Collaborative Fisheries Research Program from Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories’ Scott Hamilton. A presentation on iconic kelp from Steve Lonhart that was followed by a motion to
direct the Research Activities Panel to evaluate in MBNMS suggested/proposed options to science to inform monitoring,
recovery, and restoration of kelp forests. Superintendent Lisa Wooninck then shared staff management decisions on the
advisory council’s recommendations for diversity, equity, and inclusion and vessel incidents. The meeting concluded with a
motion to adopt the finalized 2023 work plan. Public and stakeholder engagement is key to sanctuary success. Advisory
Council meetings provide a forum for topical discussion, public input and provide a level of transparency for the
governance of the sanctuary.

RESEARCH AND MONITORING

Sound monitoring moorings serviced, one in MBNMS and one in the proposed Chumash Heritage National Marine
Sanctuary
On November 16, 2022, the sanctuary partnered with Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute, the Naval Postgraduate
School, Cascadia Research, and Scripps Institution of Oceanography to service two new sound monitoring moorings that
are part of the ONMS nationally-coordinated sound monitoring network. One sound recorder stationed in La Cruz Canyon
in southern MBNMS (MB-05) has been operational since April 2022 and also serves as an MBARI blue whale observatory.
The second recorder, CH-01, has been stationed off Point Estero since June 2022 and is the first sanctuary ocean
observation asset inside the proposed CHNMS. That listening
station is a collaborative platform, also collecting sound and
oceanographic data inside sea otter habitat for the Monterey
Bay Aquarium and CalPoly. A fun way to learn about the
passive acoustic monitoring collaboration in and around
sanctuaries is to listen to the 6-episode podcast series on the
project. Episodes are short; ~20 minutes each. ONMS sound
data, as well as data and outreach products can be explored at
SanctSound.ioos.us. The ONMS Sanctuary Soundscape
project is a national-scale underwater sound monitoring
program that characterizes soundscapes to support the
protection of special marine places.
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MBNMS Research Activity Panel Holds Virtual Meeting
On January 13th, Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (MBNMS) Research Activity Panel (RAP) met virtually.
Agenda items and presentations included: Climate Vulnerability Assessment of Species Managed by California Department
of Fish and Wildlife; Summary of December Sanctuary Advisory Council meeting; Kelp Recovery and Restoration
Proposal: Response to Comments from RAP Subcommittee; Advisory Council Request: RAP to Evaluate Proposed Options
to Inform Monitoring, Recovery, and Restoration of Kelp Forests; New Applied Research App; 2023 Ricketts Award; and
2023 Meeting Frequency, Schedule and Hosts. The MBNMS Research Activity Panel (RAP) is a working group of the
MBNMS Advisory Council (AC). The RAP meets five times per year, and advises AC and sanctuary staff on basic and
conservation science issues.

RESOURCE PROTECTION

Multi-year Storm Water Report Shows Decline in Pollutants entering MBNMS
After 22 years of volunteers monitoring water quality during the first storm of the season (First Flush) in seven Monterey
County cities, we are seeing positive improvements for water quality.  The report includes results from 34 storm drain
outfalls from 2000-2021 and analyzes time periods of pre and post storm water permit implementation.  Concentrations of
nitrate, copper, lead, and zinc in stormwater runoff have decreased significantly since 2006 when the NPDES MS4 Phase II
permits were issued and cities began implementing many best management practices and public education.  No analytes
saw increases in concentrations.  MBNMS in partnership with the CA Marine Sanctuary Foundation coordinates the First
Flush monitoring each year and completed this multi-year report.  Both were funded by the Monterey Regional Stormwater
Management Program. This is a success on many levels; volunteers are collecting really valuable information that would
not be affordable otherwise, cities are funding long-term monitoring programs that are critical to show trends, and the
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sanctuary benefits from all of it by working collaboratively with local jurisdictions to increase awareness and protect
sanctuary resources.

MBNMS Law Enforcement Technical Advisory Committee held hybrid quarterly meeting
December 1, 2022, the MBNMS Enforcement Coordinator facilitated a quarterly meeting of the LETAC, in hybrid mode.
Nine law enforcement groups participated including NOAA OLE (3 staff), USCG Station Monterey (2 staff), CDFW North
Coast District, CA State Parks (Monterey, Santa Cruz & San Simeon Counties), Santa Cruz Harbor, Monterey District
Attorney’s Office, WCR Office and BLM. The group discussed a variety of LE issues in the Sanctuary including the
opening of the seasonal Mavericks’ zone, illegal jade harvesting, dead whale tows, eFOILS as MPCWs, fisheries, and
recent vessel incidents.  The group also discussed LE assets such as staff and vessels that can be deployed during the next
season. Coordinating and collaborating with other federal, state and local law enforcement agencies increases enforcement
cases and outcomes for MBNMS, as there are limited trained NOAA OLE officers in the region at this time.

Ag Water Quality Alliance Gets Back together
On November 29th, the Agriculture Water Quality Alliance (AWQA) partners reconvened after a few years of not meeting.
Jenny Pensky, MBNMS Ag Water Quality Coordinator facilitated the meeting of 10 participants from organizations
including Resource Conservation Districts, USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service, UC Cooperative Extension,
Monterey County Farm Bureau and Central Coast Ag Preservation Inc.  The participants shared information related to
projects and priorities and how the group could collaborate on topics of interest.  All were very happy to be gathering again
and voiced interest in meeting on a bi-monthly basis to share information and identify areas to address together; some
examples mentioned are erosion control techniques, climate solutions and ag plastics. After years of minimal interaction,
the AWQA partners voiced enthusiasm and commitment to collaborate on difficult water quality issues related to agriculture
operations.  Growers are finding it very difficult to farm in an increasingly regulatory environment, especially related to
groundwater and surface water quality.  The AWQA participants are committed to the following vision: “Together we will
protect and enhance water in the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary and the adjacent watersheds while sustaining a
world class production agriculture region through voluntary collaboration with managers of agricultural and rural lands.”

2022 Snapshot Day Report and Findings Presented to Volunteers and Partners
On the evening of December 7th, Lindsay Brown, MBNMS Urban Water Quality Program Coordinator, presented the
results from the 2022 Snapshot Day volunteer water quality monitoring event that took place on May 7th. She shared
information about MBNMS, findings from field measurements and laboratory analyses, and gained valuable insight from
volunteers about their experience. This year, 83 sites along streams and rivers that lead to MBNMS were visited up and the
down coast and in-land with 91 volunteers participating in San Mateo, Santa Cruz, Monterey, and San Luis Obispo
Counties. Out of all of the field measurements collected, dissolved oxygen most frequently exceeded the Water Quality
Objective with 23 sites below 7 mg/L. Out of all of the laboratory analyses, E. coli was the most frequently exceeded with
23 sites above the Water Quality Objective of 235 MPN/mL. Monterey County had the most sites of concern, where 29% of
sites (10 sites total) exceeded three or more Water Quality Objectives or Action Levels. Snapshot Day is an annual water
quality monitoring program that takes place once a year during the first Saturday of May. Thousands of volunteers have
participated over the years since its start in 2000 and over 250 sites have been monitored up and down the coast and in-land
of MBNMS. These sites are located in many different counties and watersheds to assess the quality of water that eventually
enters the MBNMS. This program is also used to inspire stewardship among volunteers to take charge and understand water
quality issues in their communities, and to collect long-term datasets to see what sites are improving or declining in water
quality over the years. This program would not be possible without volunteers, and our collaborators and partners. This
presentation allowed for interaction between staff, collaborators, and volunteers to hear about how their work is greatly
appreciated and valuable in obtaining this data and used to implement measures to improve water quality.
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Rangelands - Friendly Neighbor of MBNMS
With boots on the ground Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (MBNMS) leads by example, working with local
agricultural stakeholders to implement climate change mitigation practices. In collaboration with the California Marine

Sanctuary Foundation, Jazmine Mejia-Muñoz from the water quality protection
team wrapped up the third year of a healthy soil’s demonstration project at
Mark’s Ranch in Salinas Valley. In this project, the rangeland was drill seeded
with native grasses and forbs, and covered with compost.  Soil samples have
been collected to help determine the amount of carbon sequestered from these
practices, the results of the project will be shared in spring of 2023. The impact
of this project goes beyond its implementation, outreach events from these
healthy soils projects alone have reached over 400 participants. The strong
nexus between the rangelands surrounding Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary is inevitable and vital to help address climate change. Rangelands
provide ecosystems services, such as carbon sequestration that are enhanced by
the implementation of healthy soil practices.

EDUCATION, VOLUNTEER AND OUTREACH PROGRAMS

MBNMS Completes Phase 1 of New Coastal Signage Plan
Along with land and resource protection partners the City of Pacific Grove and California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
MBNMS completed 10 new coastal signs, replacing old panels that were originally installed in 2007. The new signage
utilized new best practice graphics, logos, maps, and met accessibility standards.The interpretive messaging focused on
resource protection and incorporated ONMS wildlife viewing guidelines, reporting phone numbers for wildlife disturbance,
sick wildlife, and in some areas, reinforced city ordinance around the prohibited use of drones. All panels will be installed
by land partners in the coming weeks. Phase 1 the first of the three-phased project that will result in a total of 40 new signs
in MBNMS. Most visitors to MBNMS explore coastal access areas, including beaches and walking paths along the
shoreline. Here, visitors interact with sensitive wildlife and coastal habitats, and presents an opportunity to educate about
protection and the responsible enjoyment of those natural resources.

Intern Enrichment Day at the Sanctuary Exploration Center
On November 20, the Sanctuary Exploration Center held its first Intern Enrichment Day of the school year. Four interns
were able to attend a day spent in the sanctuary and participate in ocean kayaking and a focused tidepool training at Natural
Bridges. While kayaking, we discussed various animal behaviors, migration patterns, and our role in protecting marine
ecosystems. The tidepool training was led by Pauline Seales, a docent at the SEC and a past LiMPETS educator who was
eager to share her knowledge with the “Monterey Bay Explorers” intern team. The Monterey Bay Explorers Internship
focuses on providing more opportunities for marginalized students to experience and learn about Monterey Bay National
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Marine Sanctuary. This internship is funded by the Outdoor Equity Program Grant and primarily involves Cabrillo college
students assisting with field trips and Watsonville community events. By interacting and learning directly within the marine
sanctuary, interns build a stronger sense of stewardship and gain higher confidence in delivering our message to younger
students. They are also provided with an opportunity to learn from each other and build camaraderie amongst each other.

Sanctuary Exploration Center Hosted First Friday Event with Patrick Webster
The Sanctuary Exploration Center hosted its second First Friday event, featuring underwater photographer Patrick Webster
(@underwaterpat). The evening had a craft to make jellyfish ornaments out of recycled materials, and visitors were able to
go on virtual dives in Monterey Bay. Patrick Webster filled the theater with his presentation about his own journey into
underwater photography and working in science communication. There were 51 visitors for this special event. Webster’s
photography will be up on the walls through January, for visitors to continue to experience the kelp and creatures of
MBNMS through underwater photography. Community events not only attract new visitors to the Exploration Center, but
also attract people to come back and learn more about Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary.  Additionally, merging art
and science allows people to learn and be inspired in new and creative ways, ultimately reaching a broader audience of
future ocean stewards.

Steelhead Trout Fry’s Arrival at the Coastal Discovery Center
After several months of patiently waiting, the Coastal Discovery Center was finally able to welcome 13 triploid rainbow
trout, Oncorhynchus mykiss, to its 110 gallon freshwater tank. The fish originally came from the San Joaquin Fish Hatchery
which is located in Friant, California. These fish were delivered by Tom and Aletha Lang of Aquarius Aquariums Inc. as
part of a permit with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife. Not only do guests appreciate having a live animal on
exhibit at the CDC, but they also serve as a reminder of the land-sea connection. The Coastal Discovery Center was
founded on the principle of the “land-sea interface” as it is a commitment to recognizing that anthropogenic activities on
land can affect the ocean by means of a watershed. The Oncorhynchus mykiss represent this connection and serve as a
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visual representation of why watersheds need to remain healthy. The steelhead will serve as an educational tool for visitors
to also better understand the life-cycle of anadromous fish species.

Integrating Innovative Technology into Education and Outreach efforts at Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary
Staff member Lisa Uttal completed a summary report to leadership on a 5-year Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) initiated in 2018 with software company Tanzle Inc. The company specializes in visualization
technologies that deal with big data and scientific data, pulling multiple data types into shared, interactive, perceptual
(visual) spaces with the use of Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR) and a Tanzle Inc web platform. The purpose
of the CRADA was for MBNMS and Tanzle to  collaborate with Government facilities, intellectual property, and expertise
to create useful products for both organizations. In this case, Tanzle Inc. offered high level technological expertise and
MBNMS offered the use of their visitor center facility, the Sanctuary Exploration Center (SEC), education program design
and development and scientific expertise to create interactive and engaging programming for enhanced visitor experiences
and sanctuary communication. The specific goals of the CRADA were to showcase several MBNMS stories and to bring
together several partner data types and data sets to visualize and communicate about the sanctuary ecosystem and
protection. Content was delivered at the Sanctuary Exploration Center as well as via webinars in a compelling, accessible
and memorable manner. The CRADA period gave both the Tanzle team and MBNMS a deep understanding of the key
issues facing scientists, marine resource managers and educators in their communication efforts to various audiences about
marine conservation —specifically in regards to the challenges of visualizing and sharing complex science stories.

Sanctuary Exploration Center Report: November 18, 2022 - January 27, 2023
From November 18, 2022 through January 27, 2023, the Sanctuary Exploration Center had 3,264 visitors during regular
open hours. It also facilitated 4 facility rentals in this time period, including the National Renewable Engery Labs Dinner.
The new weekly Toddler Time program is a success, with multiple families attending. The Sanctuary Exploration Center
hosted five school field trips during this period. It also onboarded 4 new UCSC work-study students for a Visitor Services
role to assist with the gift store and front desk needs.  The Sanctuary Exploration Center was closed New Year’s Day, as
well as 2.5 days during the week due to a storm. The Sanctuary Exploration Center’s goals are: to educate visitors about the
sanctuary's unique and fascinating coastal and marine environment, to foster a more personal connection with the sanctuary
and the ocean's relevance in people's daily lives and to encourage stewardship of the sanctuary and a better understanding of
how to responsibly enjoy and protect the ocean.
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Coastal Discovery Center: October 8 - November 18, 2022
From November 18, 2022 through January 27, 2023, the Coastal Discovery Center had 1,052 visitors during its regular
open hours. There were a total of 401 visitors in December and over 7,000 visitors for 2022. During the weekend of
November 20-December 4, the Coastal Discovery Center led an education program for Coastal Valley Academy, a
schooling program based out of San Luis Obispo County’s juvenile hall, for 3 students including an introduction to
sanctuary system, a tidepool naturalist program, pier oceanography, and a plankton lab. Many new docents are being
recruited and trained. The Coastal Discovery Center’s goals are to: encourage protection of the Sanctuary’s resources
through education and outreach, to increase public awareness and appreciation of our coastal environment, to allow visitors
to learn about and understand the unique characteristics of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, to create a sense
of personal stewardship for California’s coastal ecosystems, and to contribute knowledge and information shared among
regional marine education research and resource protection.
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NEWS COVERAGE

Taking on Monterey's highest office, Tyller Williamson balances past and present in mayoral ...
Monterey Herald-December 17, 2022 at 8:13 a.m.. MONTEREY – In one corner of the mayor's office, a Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary poster from 2009 peels away ...

Dead fin whale poses research potential - Monterey Herald
Monterey Herald-Locally, fin whales are found within the boundaries of Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary from
April through September.

https://www.adn.com/opinions/2022/12/27/opinion-alaska-oil-tankers-must-adopt-whale-strike-reduction-measures/
OPINION: Alaska oil tankers must adopt whale-strike reduction methods (BWBS/CINMS)

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/press-release/detail/7967/Protecting-Blue-Whales-and-Blue-Skies
SF Business Times: Companies Make Sustainable Shipping Choices to Protect Blue Whales and Blue Skies

California's network of marine protected areas must be strengthened and expanded (commentary)
Mongabay-Kelp Forest in Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. Photo by Chad King/NOAA. Campus Point State
Marine Conservation Area (SMCA) was established ...

Two Bay Area fishermen push for low-tech redesign of crab pots to revitalize their threatened ...
Santa Cruz Sentinel... a humpback whale in the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary after it was spotted off Northern
California's Pigeon Point in October 2018.

USS Independence (CVL-22): The First Dedicated Night Carrier of the US Navy

Monterey Bay divers restoring vital kelp forests — the ‘redwoods of the sea’Monterey Bay divers restoring vital kelp
forests

Proposal to protect whales off California adopted - Safety4Sea
Safety4Sea-said John Armor, director of NOAA's Office of National Marine Sanctuaries. The U.S.-recommended
adjustments will enhance navigation safety and ...

West Coast Kelp and Eelgrass Protection, Restoration Are New Partnership's Focus
The Pew Charitable Trusts... and the National Marine Sanctuary Foundation (the Foundation) have joined forces to help
natural resource managers by identifying and ..

Microplastics: Size Does Not Matter - Good Times Santa Cruz
Good Times Santa Cruz
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (MBNMS) scientists also study microplastics with a five-year monitoring plan.

Volunteers help clean up storm debris on Capitola Beach – KION546
Volunteers help clean up storm debris

Other News of Interest
Proposed National Marine Sanctuaries Provide a Pathway Toward Indigenous-Led Ocean ...
Center for American Progress-There is some flexibility in national marine sanctuary regulations, and they may differ on a
case-by-case basis so that sanctuaries can better ..

OPINION: Alaska oil tankers must adopt whale-strike reduction measures
OPINION: Alaska oil tankers must adopt whale-strike reduction methods (BWBS/CINMS)

Calling all Ocean Guardian Youth Ambassadors! | San Francisco, CA Patch
Patch-National marine sanctuary education and outreach efforts link communities through innovative programs and help
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spread awareness of the ocean's ..

Environmental Defense Center Applauds Federal Protections
on Whales
The Santa Barbara Independent–“We are grateful for the
dedicated staff at the Channel Islands National Marine
Sanctuary who will stop at nothing to find solutions to protect
the …

Web Site (https://montereybay.noaa.gov)

✯✯ Check out these MBNMS Advisory Council webpage
links!✯✯

Advisory Council Meeting Agendas & Minutes
https://montereybay.noaa.gov/sac/sacma.html

Advisory Council User Group Newsletters (seats and
working groups/sub-committees)
https://montereybay.noaa.gov/sac/advisory-nwsltr.html

Please take a few moments to peruse the site. Your feedback
is greatly appreciated.
Comments and suggestions can be sent to
andrew.white@noaa.gov.

Follow MBNMS on Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/MBNMS), Instagram (@mbnms)
and Twitter (https://twitter.com/mbnms)
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